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In [ 111 Stellmacher considered groups G with finite subgroups M, and M, 
and the following four properties: 
(1) G= (Ml, MI), 
(2) no nontrivial normal subgroup of G is contained in M, ~7 M,, 
(3) IMi/M,nM,I=2”i+1,ni~1,i=1,2,max(n,,n,}>1, 
(4) there exists a normal subgroup Ni in Mi such that for R, = 
oxeM, (Mi nMj”) and (i,j} = (1,2} we have NJR, zL,(2”‘). 
The corresponding case it, = n, = 1 has been treated by Goldschmidt in [ 5 ]. 
He was able to give the exact structure of all possible pairs M, , M,. In his 
proof he used a graph theoretical approach due to Goldschmidt. 
A group with properties (1) and (2) acts as an edge-transitive group of 
automorphism on a graph r whose vertex set consists of the cosets of M, 
and M, and two vertices X, Y are adjacent iff X f7 Y # 0. Now G acts on r 
by right multiplication, the vertex-stabilizers are conjugate to M, or M,, and 
the edge-stabilizers are conjugate to M, n M,. 
As G is a homomorphic image of the amalgamated product of M, and M, 
with respect to M, n M,, one can study the corresponding graph r. Then by 
[ lo] r is a tree and the problem leads to the investigation of edge-transitive 
subgroups of the automorphism group of such a tree. 
In this paper we will treat a related problem. 
Hypothesis A. Let G be a group and M, and M, be finite subgroups of G 
such that 
(1) G= W,,M,), 
(2) no nontrivial normal subgroup of G is contained in M, n M,, 
(3) IMJM, n M,I = 2”’ + 1, 
(4) there exists a normal subgroup N; in Mi such that for Rj = 
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nxEM, (Mi “MT), (i,j} = { 1,2} we have N,/R, ? SZ(~(“~‘*), n, > 6, 
N,/R, z SZ(~““‘~‘), n, > 6, or N,/R, 2 L2(2”9, n, > 2. 
Hypothesis B. Let r be a graph and G be an edge transitive group of 
automorphisms of r such that for a E r 
(a) G, is finite. 
(b) Id(u)1 = q, + 1, q, a 2-power. 
(c) there exists a normal subgroup N, in G, such that Ni’“’ ? Sz(qa), 
q, > 8, or L,(q,), q, >, 4. Furthermore there is a vertex a such that Nt’“’ r 
W%l). 
Here G, denotes the stabilizer of a in G, d(a) is the set of vertices 
adjacent to a, and Nt’“’ is the permutation group on d(a) induced by N,. 
Any graph in this paper is undirected and without loops and multiple edges. 
Let ql, q2 be powers of 2 and R= (Sz(q,),L,(q,),Sz(q,),L,(q,)}. Let 
X =A x B, A, B E R. Then X contains exactly two conjugacy classes of 
maximal 2-local subgroups X,, X2 which contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of X. 
A group M isomorphic to a subgroup of N,,,(,,(Xi), i = 1 or 2, containing 
X, is called parabolic of type X. 
Let X = Aut(A) ) Aut(B), A, B E 2, be the wreath product with respect to 
the natural representation of B. Then there are exactly two classes of 2-local 
subgroups which contain Sylow 2subgroups of X and fulfill Hypothesis 
A(3) and A(4). Let X,, X2 be representatives for these classes. M is called 
parabolic of type X if M is isomorphic to a subgroup of Xi containing 
XinA(‘B. 
THEOREM 1. Assume Hypothesis A. Then M, and M, are parabolic of 
type X for some X E (SZ(~‘““~‘) X SZ(~(“‘~~)), SZ(~‘““~‘) X L2(2”Z), 
Aut(Sz(2’““2’ )) 2 Aut(Sz(2’“*;“)), Aut(Sz(2(““‘))) 1 Aut(L2(2”2)), 
Aut(Sz(2(“L!2’)) ) Aut(Sz(2(“1’2’)), Aut(L,(2”*)) { Aut(Sz(2’“““))} or one of 
the following holds: 
(a) Mi 5 Aut(Sz(2’“L!“)), i = 1, 2. 
(b) nz = nJ2, O”(M,) O,(M,)/O,(M,) ? SZ(~“~), L2(2”‘), respectively, 
and C ,,,,!o~(,n,(O”(Mi) 0,(Mi)/02(Mi)) is cyclic of order 2”? - 1. 
In this case we have the following normal series in 02(Mi). 
(1) 1(lZ(0,(~,))=N,~N2aN3~N1=02(M,) with the 
natural module N,/N, and N,/N,. The modules N, and N,/N, are trivial 
both of order 2”l. 
(2) 1 4 Z(O,(M,)) = P, <I P, a P, a P, a P, 4 P, Q P, = 
O,(M,) with natural modules P,, P,/P,, P,/P, and P,/P, and trivial 
modules P,/P, , P,/P, and P,/P, all of order 2n2. 
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As special cases we get 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a finite group and M, and Mz be 2-local 
subgroups of G such that 
(a) O*‘(M,)/O,(M,) z Wq), q > 8, and 02'(M2)/02(M2) z L2(r), 
r> 4 
(b) NG(S) < M, n M, for S E Syl,(M, f-7 M,), 
(c) no nontrivial normal subgroup of G is contained in M, n M,, and 
G = (M,. M,). 
Then M, and M, are as described in Theorem 1; in addition both Mi are 
isomorphic to parabolic subgroups of a subgroup of Aut(*F,(q)) or are 
parabolic of type L*(r) x Sz(q). 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a finite simple group containing 2-local 
subgroups M, and M,, fulfilling Corollary l(a, and b). Suppose that 
M,/O,(M,) is the direct product of O*‘(M,) Oz(M,)/02(M,) with its 
centralizer. If M, is 2-constrained and M, is the unique 2-local containing 
O*‘(M,), then G = *F4(q). 
A graph r is locally (G, s)-transitive with respect to a group G of 
au’tomorphisms of r, if for every a E r the group G, is transitive on the arcs 
of length k < s starting at a and s is maximal with this property. 
THEOREM 2. Assume Hypothesis B. Then r is locally (G, s)-transitive, 
and one of the following holds: 
(a) s = 2, G, s Aut(Sz(q,)), Aut(L,(q,)) for all 6 E K , 
(b) s = 3 and G, and G, are parabolic of type Sz(q,) x Sz(q,) or 
w?,) x L*(q,). 
(c) s = 3 and G, and G, are parabolic of type A ) B. A, 
B E iAWz(q,)), AWWq,)), AutW,(qd)L 
(d) s = 9 and G, and G, are as described in Theorem l(b); r is 
Moufang. 
To prove the theorems we do not use the graph r in such a strong way as 
in ( 111. First as in [ 111 we reduce the problem to the case that Gd,a, is 2- 
closed for all a E r. Furthermore we may assume that M, and M, are 2- 
constrained. An easy application of [4] yields N,/02(M,) z Sz(q) and 
N2/02(M2) z L,(r). Now we separate the case r = q. This case will be 
treated without use of the graph. We look only at both groups M, and M, 
and use the theory of GF(2) representations of L,(q) and Sz(q) to get case 
(b) of Theorem 1. To prove that we have r = q in general we use the graph. 
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The arguments are now as in Chapter 4 of [ II]. But as we may assume r # q 
things are much easier. 
I hope that all group theoretical notation are standard. The graph 
theoretical notation can be found in [5, 141. 
1. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
In this section we collect some properties of L,(q) and G(q), q = 2” > 2. 
All these properties are well known. But some of these are used very often in 
these paper and for other Z found no reference ((1.9)), so they will be proved 
here. 
In this section X = L,(q) or Sz(q), q = 2”, n > 1, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
ofXandA=Q,(S).ThenIA/=qandA=SifX=L,(q). 
(1.1) LEMMA. We have N,(S) = SK, ] K I= q - 1. X acts on the cosets of 
N,(S) 2-fold transitively. The stabilizer of two points is K and the stabilizer 
of three points is trivial, i.e., X is a Zassenhaus group. 
Proof. [ 12, Chap. 151. 
(1.2) LEMMA. (a) All involutions of X are conjugate. 
(b) Zf w is an element of odd order in X, then there is an involution 
VEX with oY=w-‘. Furthermore 1 N,(K)1 = 2 1 K I. 
(c) If aEA#, then there are conjugates b, c of a such that 
X = (a, 6, c). 
(d) IfxEX-NN,(S), then X=(A,A”). 
Proof (a) and (b) follow from [ 121. For (c) choose 6, c such that 
(b, c) = N,(K). Then (a, b, c) >, (A, A”). Thus it is enough to prove (d). Now 
(A, A”) contains at least q + 1 conjugates of A. Thus we are done if 
X = L,(q), since L2(q) is generated by its q + 1 Sylow 2-subgroups. So we 
assume X = Sz(q). As q + 1 I;q’ + 1 we get that (A, AX) contains uq + 1 
Sylow 2-subgroups for some u > 1. As uq + 1 has to divide q* + 1 we get 
u=qandso(A*)<(A,A”)yieldingX=(A,A”). 
(1.3) LEMMA. Let B <A, JBI = 4. Then there is a conjugate C of B such 
that (B, C) =X. 
Proof Let b E B. Choose C such that there is an element c E C# with 
o(bc)=q- 1. Thus (bc)-K in X. By (1.1) we have that an element x# 1 
in K normalizes exactly two Sylow 2-subgroups of X. Thus (B, C) contains 
A and we get the assertion from (1.2) or for a Sylow 2-subgroup S, of 
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(Bq C> we iset NcB,Cj (S,) = S,. But then by 17, (IV, (5.8))) we get that 
(B. C> possesses a normal 2-complement, contradicting (1.2b). 
(1.4) LEMMA. Let V be an irreducible GF(2)module for X. Then 1 VI > 
IS\‘. i.e.. (V( > q*, q’, respectively. 
Proof. [ 13, (2.4). (2.6)]. 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let V be an irreducible GF(2) module for X. Then the 
following holds: 
(a) rf [V, A, A] = 0 then V is the trivial or the natural module. 
(b) If 1 V/C,.(A)1 < 1 S ( then V is the trivial or the natural module. 
Proof. (a) According to (1.2) we can choose A” such that {A, A”) = X. 
Then [V,A]n[V.Ax] IS centralized by X and so we may assume that 
[V, A] f~ [V, A”] = 0. Thus dim C,.(A) > (l/2) dim V. Now [ 13, (2.3)] yields 
the assertion. 
(b) As above, C,.(A) >, (l/2) dim V. Now [ 13, (2.3)1 yields the 
assertion. 
(.b) As above, C,(A) n C,.(A”) = 0 and so 1 VI < 1 S/‘. Application of 
113, (2.4)] yields that V is the natural module or X = L2(q). In the latter 
case [13, (2.6)] and [ 13, (2.8)] yield the assertion. 
(1.6) LEMMA. Let X = Sz(q). Then the following holds for a non-trivial 
irreducible GF(Z)-module V of X: 
(a) \V.S.S]#O, 
(b) I v/C&I > q2, 
(c) ) V/C,.(S)l > q* and C,.(S) # C,.(A). 
Proof. (a) Suppose [V, S, S] = 0, then [V, A, A] = 0 and so V is the 
natural module by (1.5). But then C,(A) # C,(S). 
(b) According to (1.2) we can choose conjugates b, c of u such that 
X = (a. b, cj. Then V is the natural module or ) VI > q16 by [ 13, (2.4)]. In the 
latter case we have (V/C,.(a)\ > q5. Thus we may assume that V is the 
natural module. But then C,(a) = Cr(A) is of order q’. 
(c) Suppose C,.(A) = C,.(S). Pick o E C,.(A) such that ~3’ = v + z’, 
with v, E C,(A) for all s E S. Then t.” = (L’ + ~1,)’ = L’ and so 
~1 E C,((sZ [ s E S)) = C,,(A), a contradiction. 
Assume now I v/C,.(S)/ = q*. Then by (b), C,.(A) = C,.(S), a con- 
tradiction. 
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(1.7) LEMMA. Let X = Sz(q) and V a nontrivial irreducible GF(2)- 
module. Suppose that for some pair a # b E A# we have [V, a] = [V, b]. 
Then V is the natural module. 
Proof. According to (1.3) there is a conjugate C of (a, 6) such that 
X=(C,(a,b)). Thus [V,C]n[v,(a,b)]=O and so dim]V,a]= 
(l/2) dim V. Hence [V, u] = C,.(a) = C,(b) = [V, b]. Let w be an element of 
order five in X such that w is inverted by a. We claim that C,(w) = 0. For 
the proof of the claim assume C,(o) # 0. Then [C,,(w), a] is centralized by 
(a, b, w). The group Y = (a, b. cu) is a Suzuki group. 
Thus Sz(2) a Frobenius-group of order 20 is contained in Y. Then there is 
an element s E Y such that s2 = a and s normalizes (w). Then we have that s 
centralizes [C,.(o), a] = Cc+) (a) which is impossible. Thus, we have that o 
acts fixed-point-freely on V. Application of [8] yields the assertion. 
(1.8) LEMMA. Let V be a GF(2) X-module, V, a submodule of V such 
that V, and V/V, are natural modules. Then there is a natural submodule V, 
such that V, @ J’, = V. 
Proof For X= L,(q) this is [6, (8.2)]. For X = Sz(q) this is [8]. 
(1.9) LEMMA. Let X = L,(r’) and V the eight-dimensional irreducible 
GF(r)-module. Then the following holds: 
(i) For a E A” we have 1 C,(a)] = r4. 
(ii) /C,(A)J=r=]V/[V,A]]. 
(iii) Suppose r > 2. Let A, <A, ]A,1 = 4. Then ]C,.(A,)] < r3. 
(iv) Let B s A, I B] 2 r2. Then I C,.(B)] < r2. 
ProoJ (i) As a inverts an element of order r’ + 1 we get ]C,(a)l < r5. 
Thus assume ] C,,(a)] = r5. Choose 6, cEA. As ][ V,a]] =r3 we get 
([V,a,b](<r and so [V,a,b,c]=O, contradicting (11, (1.13)]. 
(ii) This is [ 13, (2.6)]. 
(iii) Let p be a primitive prime divisor of r3 + 1 [ 151. Let w E X, 
o(w) =p and w* = w-‘. Then V = C,(w) @ [V, ~1. Thus ] C,.(w)] = r2. By 
(i), (C,.(w) n C&)] = r. Let A, = (a, b). Then C&z) n C,.(b) n C,.(o) = 0. 
as (a, b, o) =X by [7, II, 8.271. This yields the assertion. 
(iv) Assume that ] C,(B)] > r3. Pick gEN,(A). Then r= 2 or 
] B n Bg] > 4. So assume r > 2. By (iii) we get C,(B) = C,.(Bg). As A is 
generated by conjugates of B we get C,(B) = C,(A), contradicting (ii). 
Thus r = 2. Choose c E A -B. Then A = (B, c) and C,(A) = CcrtB,(c), 
which by (ii) yields ] C,.(B)] < 4. 
461:‘80/1-13 
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(1.10) DEFINITION. Let S be a 2-group, n E n\l. We define J,(S) by 
J,,(S) = (E ] E < S, 4(E) = 1, ]E] > 2”). Let d(S) be the set of elementary 
abelian subgroups of S of maximal order. For E E d(S) let ]E] = 2m. Then 
J(S) = (E / E E d(S)) = J,(S) (J(S) is the Thompson-subgroup of S). 
Furthermore J,JS) = 1 for all k > m. 
(1.11) LEMMA. Let G/O,(G) 2 L,(q), q = 2” > 2, and C&O,(G)) < 
O,(G). Let S E Syl,(G) and J(S) 4 O,(G). Then R,(Z(O,(G)))/ 
R ,(Z(O,(G))) n Z(G) is the natural L,(q)-module or f2 ,(Z(O,(G))) < Z(G). 
Proof. We may assume that Z = R,(Z(O,(G))) 4 Z(G). Let A E d(S), 
A < O,(G). Then (Z(A n O,(G))] < (A (, and so (Z: C,(A)\ < (A: A n O,(G)(. 
Now the assertion follows from (IS)(b) if AO,(G) = S. Thus assume that 
AO,(G) < S. If IA: A n O,(G)] > 4, then G/O,(G) = (A, Ag) O,(G)/O,(G) 
for some g E G, according to (1.2)(d). But then IZ/Z n Z(G)] < q*, 
contradicting (1.4). Thus IA: A n O,(G)/ = 2. According to (1.2)(c) there are 
conjugates B, C of A such that G = O,(G) (A, B, C). Thus 
jZ/Z n Z(G)] < 8. But as q > 2, we have a contradiction by (1.4). 
(1.12) LEMMA. Let G/02(G) = Sz(q), q > 2, and C,(OJG)) < O,(G). 
Let S E Syl,(G). Then Z(S) a G or J(S) _a G. 
Proof: Suppose J(S) $ G. Then J(S) & O,(G). Choose A E J(S), 
A < O,(G). Set Z = O,(Z(O?(G))). Then JZ: C,(A)1 < IA: A n O,(G)]. 
Suppose that ]A: A n O,(G)] 2 4. By (1.3) there is a conjugate B of A such 
that (A, B) O,(G) = G. Thus jZ: Z nZ(G)( <q*. Now (1.4) yields 
Z < Z(G). Let IA: A n O,(G)] = 2. By (1.2) there are conjugates B, C of A 
such that (A, B, C) O,(G) = G and so IZ n Z(G)1 < 8, and so, by (1.4), 
Z<Z(G). As G/O,(G) is generated by elements of odd order we have 
Z(O,(G)) < Z(G) and so Z(S) < Z(G). 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF G, AND G,, A FIRST REDUCTION 
In this section we assume the hypothesis of the qain theorem. Thus 
G = (G,, G,), no non-trivial normal subgroup of G is contained in G, r\ G,, 
(G,/(G, n G,)I = q* + 1 = 2” + 12 5 and IG,/(G, n G,)I = r + 1 = 
2” + 1 > 5, there exists a normal subgroup Ni of Gi such that Ni/Ri g Sz(q), 
Sz(\/;) or L*(r) for Ri = n,,,i (Gi n GT) and (i,j\ = { 1,2\. 
As in [ 5 ] we define a graph r whose vertices are the cosets of G, and G,, 
and adjacency relation - defined by X - Y iff X n Y # 0. 
(2.1) LEMMA [ 5, (2.4)]. G acts edge-transitively on r and the stabilizer 
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of an edge is G, n G,. Each vertex G,x lies on IGi: G, n G,I edges. 
Furthermore r is connected. 
From now on let G be the amalgamated product of G, with G, with 
respect to G, 0 G,. 
(2.2) LEMMA [ 10, p. 481. r is a tree. 
(2.3) LEMMA [5, (2.6)]. There are adjacent vertices a, p in r such that 
G,=G, and Gg=Gz. 
Notation. For 6 E r denote by d(6) the set of vertices adjacent to 6. By 
G 3(6) we denote the pointwise stabilizer of d(s). 
(2.4) LEMMA. We have G,,,, is solvable and O(G,,,,) = 1 for 6 E r. 
proof. WG, ,6j is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(Sz(q)) or Aut(L,(r)) 
or Aut(Sz(fi)). As O(G,,,,) a GSY, y adjacent to 6, we get 
[O(G,,,,), G,,] < O(G,,,,) n G,,. Now the structure of GJG,,,, yields 
O(G,,,,) _a %,, and so O(G& < O(G,,,,). The same argument applied to 
O(G:,oJ shows O(G,J = O(G,,,,). Hence O(GAo,) is normal in 
(G,, GY) = G and so we get O(G,,,,) = 1. 
Set H = Giyj,. Again the structure of G,/G,o, yields H, = H, and so 
H, = 1. Thus G,(&, is solvable. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Set Q, = O,(G,) and Qy= O,(G,)fir an adjacent pair 6, 
Y. rfQs < Gdtyj and Q,< GA,,,, then GA,,, = GA,,, = 1. 
ProoJ As in (2.4) we get Q, = Q,= 1. As G,,,, is solvable by (2.4) and 
O(GAo,) = 1 we get GAo, = 1. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Suppose Q, < G,(,, but Q,< G,,,,. Set W, = (QFa) Q,. 
Then CGY(Q,) < QY, QyE Syl,( W,) or W,/Qs z Sr(8) and G,,(,, contains 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of W,. We have W, = Qs Wf, (Wf)’ = W,*, 
[ W$, Q,] = 1 and Wz n Q, < Z(Wz) = 1 if Ws/Qa & Sz(8). If Wz is a 
linear group, then Q, is elementary abelian. 
ProoJ As Q, < QY and Q, # 1 we get from (2.4) that Ccy(QJ < QY. As 
(W,, O’(G,) Q,) acts edge-transitively on r [5, (2.3)], there is no non-trivial 
normal subgroup of (W,, O*(G,) Q,) contained in W, n O*(G,) Qr. 
Suppose that CWd(Q6) is contained in Q,. As ]Q,, G,,,,] < 
QynGAcAj < Q, we get that W,/Qs is isomorphic to N&/R. Suppose now . 
W6/Qs to be a Suzuki group. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of W,. Then 
(1.12) implies that Z(S) u W, or J(S) Q W,. Suppose J(S) 4 W,. Then 
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J(S) < Q, < Q,,. Thus J(S) = J(Q,) (1 (W,, O*(G,,) QJ, a contradiction. 
Thus we have Z(S) 4 W,. Then Z(S) = Z(Q,). As Z(S) b 
VL O*(G,) Q,> we have Z(S) # Z(QJ. Then there are elements 
.Y E Q, - Qa with [x, Q,] = 1, contradicting C,-,(Q&) c Q,. 
We have shown that W,/Q8 2 L,(r). Then no characteristic subgroup of 
Q, is normal in W,. Application of [ll, (1.7)] now yields a contradiction. 
Thus C,+,,(Q,) 4 Q,. Therefore W, = QsCtv6(Q,). Set Wz = C,,(Qs)‘“‘. As 
W,/QB is non-solvable we get W, = Q, Wf. Furthermore W$/Z(Wt) 2 
N,/R. If W,*/Z( W,*) ? L,(r), then $(Q,) is normal in (W,, O*(G,) Q,) and 
so Q, has to be elementary abelian. Thus Z( W,*) = 1. If W&/Q6 is a Suzuki 
group, then [l] yields Z( W,*) = 1 or W,/QG z Sz(8). 
Suppose that Q,& Syl,(W,). Then W&/Q& is a Suzuki-group. Let 
S E Syl,(W,), Q,< S. Then QJQ, = O,(S/Qs). Suppose Z(W$) = 1. Then 
C,+,,(Q,) Qs/Qa = S/Qs, a contradiction. Thus Z( W,*) # 1 and 
W,*/Z( W$) g Sz(8). Let S, be S fY Wz. Then 1 QY: Q, (S,)l = 8. Let g E Gj 
such that (S,, Si) involves NJR. Now ]Q,JC’,y((S,, S$)] < 26. Assume that 
s, n GA,,, = QYn S,, then application of (1.4) yields N,/R ? L,(S) and 
QJC,,((S, T Sf)) is th e natural module. But then we get Q, = CQy(s) for each 
s E S, - Qr, contradicting the structure of Wz [ l]. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Suppose Q?<G,(,, but QY$G,o,. Then G,, G, are 
parabolic of type Aut(L,(r)) I Aut (Wq)), AWN)) / Au@ 2(r)), 
Aut(Sz(q)) I Aut(Sz(fi)) or Aut(Sz($))) Aut(Sz(q)). 
Proof: Let W, be as in (2.6). Pick a E W, with o(a) = q - 1 or r - 1. 
Let E be a fixpoint of a in d(6) - (I,}. We claim a E G,(,,. To prove the 
claim assume a 6E G,,,, . Let X be the group induced by the pointwise 
stabilizer of (E~Y) on A(y) - (S}. Suppose that X is transitive. Then there is 
an element b E X such that the 2-part c of [a, b] acts trivially on A(6) but 
nontrivially on A(y). But [a. b] E W, and so c E W,. Hence c E Q, < Q,, a 
contradiction. Thus X is intransitive. But by (2.6), GJ,y, is transitive on 
A(6) - (I,), contradicting (5, (2.12)]. 
Thus we have a E G,,,,. Set R, = (-)dts,Ed,y, G,,,,,. Then a E R,. The 
subgroup fldtEAty, GAos, is normal in (G,, W$). Thus R, n GA,d, = 1. Now 
we get that W= ns,EA(y, R,. =XdsAcY, R,, is a normal subgroup of G,. 
Furthermore R, is a subgroup of Aut(W,*) containing a Sylow 2-normalizer 
of Wf. In particular W,* n Q, = 1 and so, by (2.6), QY E Sylz( W,). An easy 
counting argument together with ndtEAt,,, G,,,., = 1 shows O,(W) = Q,. 
Now C’,>(W) = 1 and Gy< Aut(W). We have Aut( W) = Aut(R,) ) c,d,Y,, . 
Set WI3 = Xd’Ed(Y, Aut(R,,). Then Gacy, = Won GyG GyG Aut(R,) r! C,~,s,w 
On the other hand GYWO/WO ? H is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Auk). AutW(fi)), Aut(L,(r)), respectively, and G, operates in its 
natural permutation representation on {R,, ] 6’ E A(y)}. But then G,, W, is 
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conjugate in Aut( W) to Aut(R,) t H. Hence we may assume R, t H < G, < 
Aut(R,) I Aut(H). 
It is easy to see that Aut(R,) n G, is a subgroup of Aut( IV,*), hence 
G, < Aut(R,) (’ Aut(H) < Aut( IV,*) I Aut(H). By the same argument we get 
G,< Aut((X,.a,eii(Yj R,,) W,*) < Auttx,,,,,,, WV) = Aut(W:) I k,,w 
set wll = XS’EAl(Yb Aut( IV:,). Then G,(,, W,* < m,, and G,/G, n Iv,, is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup in 
Aut(H). In particular G, is conjugate to a subgroup of Aut( Wt) ( Aut(H) in 
Aut( W,,). 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Let a, /? be an adjacent pair in P. Then one of the 
following holds: 
(a) G, and G, are parabolic of type Aut(Sz(q)) / Aut(L,(r)), 
Aut(L,(r)) I Aut(Sz(q)), Aut(Sz(q)) ? Auk) 2 Auk). 
(b) There exists an edge-transitive normal subgroup E of G such that 
(1) O”(E,)/O,(E,) and O”(E,)/O,(E,) are isomorphic to Sz(q). 
L*(r) or Sz(fi). 
(2) No proper normal subgroup of E is adge-transitiae on T. 
(3) C,,(Q,) G Q, f@-C,,(Qd G Q,. 
Proof: By (2.5) and (2.7) we may assume Q, < GAts, and Q,, 6 GAt,,. 
Set W, = (Q,"-> Q,. As IQ,, GA,,,1 < Q, n GAc4) < Q, y we get WJQ, is 
isomorphic to NJR. The same argument yields W,/Qs is isomorphic to 
N,,/R where W, = (Q,“D) Q,. Now [S, (2.3)] yields that (W,, W,) is edge- 
transitive on IY Set E = (02( W,)(02( Wb) ~7 G,), 02( W,)(O’( W,) n G,)). 
Then (b) holds. 
For the remainder of this section and for Sections 3 and 4 we assume that 
we are in case (b) of (2.8), i.e., 02’(G,)/Oz(G,) and O”(G,)/O,(G,) are 
isomorphic to Sz(q), Sz(fi) or L*(r). Furthermore we assume 
CJQ,) G Q, and C,,(Q,) < Q,. 
(2.9) LEMMA. Set L, = O”(G,) for a E T. Suppose that ,!I E d(a). Then 
the following holds: 
(a) G, = G,&, , 
W G,, = (Gab n 02LW,~ n 02(Ld), 
(c) G,, = O,(G,,) K IKI odd, 
(d) set K,=KnLL,, then G,=L,K,, 
(e) no non-trivial normal subgroup of L,, resp. 02(L,), is normal in 
L,, resp. O’(L,). 
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Proof By the Frattini argument we get G, = G,,N,. NOW [ 11, (2.5)] 
implies G,, = (G,,n N,)(G,, n N,)). As G,, n N, is 2-closed we have 
G, = (GaB f? N,) L, and so L, = N,. This yields (a). 
The normal subgroup O’(L,) is transitive on d(a) and so 111, (2.5)] 
yields G,, = (G,,nO'(L,))(G,,n O’(L,)) and so (b) and (c) hold. 
Further (d) follows with (a), (b) and (c). Assertion (e) follows from 
IS. (2.3)]. 
(2.10) LEMMA. Let L,/Q, z Sz(q) and /? E d(a). Then L,/QB z L,(r), 
and 02(G,,) = Q, Q,. 
Proof: The assertion follows easily from (2.9)(e) and [4, Chap. II]. 
Furthermore O,(G,,) = Q, Q. as otherwise Q, < GdtS,, contradicting (2.7). 
(2.11) LEMMA. For a E r define Z, =Q,(Z(Q,)). Let ,8E d(a). Then 
Lo f Qg CLD(z, n Qd 
ProoJ Assume L, = QsCL,(Z, n Q,). We have Z, Q Qo, otherwise 
Z, a (L,, L,), contradicting (2.9)(e). Thus as [Z,, Q,] < Z, n Q, we get 
[Qo/Z, n Q,, L$Q,] = 1. But then C,,(Q,) < Q,, a contradiction. 
DEFINITION. By a line in a graph r we mean a set of distinct vertices 
{ui 1 i E Z) with a, E d(ai+ ,) for all i. An n-translation on the line 1 is a 
permutation x on 1 such that a: = ai+,, for all i E H. 
A track is a pair (T, r) where T is a line and r is a 2-translation of T. A 
K-track is a triple (T, r, K) where (T, 5) is a track and K is a subgroup of 
G,, the pointwise stabilizer of T, which is normalized by r. 
(2.12) LEMMA. Let K be as in (2.9)(c), then there is an element 
t, E NJK) - L, and an element I, E N,,,(K) -L, such that for 5 = t, tz, 
there is a K-track (T, r, K) with (a,/?) c T. 
Proof. The structure of L, and L, together with (2.9)(c) yields the 
existence of t, E NLo(K) - L, and t2 E N,B(K) - L,. Then the assertion 
follows from [5, (2.10)). 
(2.13) LEMMA [5, (2.1 l)]. Suppose that (T, r, K) is a K-track in a tree f 
and G, is Jnite for all a E T. For any U < G let T,: be the set of allfixpoints 
of U in T. Then either T,. = T or T,, is a finite subarc of T. 
(2.14) LEMMA. Let (T, r, K) be the K-track defined in (2.12). Then 
T = C,-(K) and CGa(K) < G, for all a E T. 
Prooj Assume that T# C,(K). Then there exists p E C,(K) and an arc 
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Y’@ , ,..., p,) such that p,, E T and p,-, 6? T. Therefore K < G,, and K fixes 
three vertices in A@,), a contradiction to (1.1). 
Assume that X = CGo(K) < G,. Then there exist p E T and 6 E d(J) n T 
such that X < G, and X k G,. But this contradicts the structure of Sz(q). 
resp. Lz(r). 
(2.15) LEMMA. Let (T, r, K) be as in (2.12), M a subgroup of G 
containing K and (c&) a subarc of T of length 2. If N,un(K) !Z M, U M,.. 
there is an element x E N,b,D(K) with a-’ = y. 
Proof By (2.14), N,,,,(K) acts on d(J) n T. Now the assertion follows. 
DEFINITION. Let y be a subarc of r, y = (a, a.. a,), of length n. Let G, be 
the pointwise stabilizer of y in G. We call y left transitive if G, is transitive 
on d(a,) - (aI} and right transitive if G is transitive on d(a,) - {a,- ,}. If 1 
is left and right transitive, then y is said to be transitive. 
(2.16) LEMMA [5, (2.12)). Suppose that G is edge-transitive on r and 
that s is the smallest integer (called the singularity of r) for which a non- 
transitive arc of length s exists. Let 0 and N be. the two G-orbits of vertices 
of I-. Then G is transitive on the arcs of length m < s starting with a verte-v 
in 0 and the arcs of length m < s starting with a vertex in N. Furthermore 
one of the following holds: 
(a) There are no left or right transitive arcs of length greater than 
s- 1. 
(b) s is odd, 0 # N, and if notation is chosen so that the arcs ending 
with an element in 0 are not right transitive, then every transitive arc of 
length greater than s - 1 is of length 2n, for some n, with endpoints in 0, 
and each arc with left endpoint or right endpoint in N is not right, resp. left 
transitive, if the length m > s. 
(2.17) LEMMA. Let s as in (2.16). Then s > 3. 
Proof: Suppose s = 2. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,. a E A(p). By 
(2.10) we have L,/Q, z Sz(q) and Lo/Q0 z L,(r). By (2.16) we have that 
there are no right or left transitive arcs of length 2, as 2 is even. Thus (yap) 
is not right transitive. The action of L,(r) on A(J) now yields Q, < Q,, but 
this contradicts (2.10). 
At the end of this section we will give a definition needed in Section 4. 
(2.18) DEFINITION. Let y = (a, ... a,) be an arc in r and K a subgroup 
of G,. We define S,., to be the set of subgroups X # 1 of G, such that: 
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(1) KG N,(X), 
(2) N,(X),0 is transitive on d(a,) and NG(X)n, is transitive on d(a,). 
(3) NG(X)ni normalizes d(cfi) n y for 0 < i < n. 
(4) There exists an element x E NJX) with a; = u,,. 
3. A SPECIAL CASE 
In this section we assume O”(G,/Q,) 2 Sz(q) and O”(G,/Q,) g L,(q) or 
Sz(q), q = 2”, n > 2. As before let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, n G, and 
K a complement of S in Ncn(S). Furthermore set L, = O”(G,) Q, and 
L, = O”(Gb Q,. Suppose C,,(Q,) c Q, and C,,(Q,) 5 Q,. 
(3.1) LEMMA. We have Lo/Qa 2 Lz(q). 
Proof Easy application of 14, Chap. II]. 
(3.2) LEMMA. We have Z(Q,) = Z(L,). 
Proof: Suppose Z(Q,) # Z(L,). By (1.12) we have J(S) a L,. Thus 
J(S) kl L,. Set Z = Q,(Z(QJ). 
Suppose [J(S), Z] = 1. Choose A E .ru/“(S), A $+ Qo, and g E L, - N,,(S). 
Set U= (A, Ag). Let IA ] = 2”. We claim J,-,(S) @ Q,. Otherwise 
Q,(Z(J,,_,(S))) = B 4 L,. Set B= f2,(Z(J,npn(Q,))). As IA n Q,] > 2”-” 
we get I& n Q&l < IA I an d so ig: C,-(A)] <q. Suppose [B, A] = 1. Then 
B g Q, and so [A, Q,] < B n Q, c B’. Thus U centralizes Qo, a 
contradiction. Thus B/Cg( U) is the natural L,(q)-module by (1.5). Then 
Z(J(S)) < 2 and so B ,<g. Set Z, = R,(Z(Q,)). Then Z, sL? but 
Z, & C,(U). Choose k E NC.(S), o(k) = q - 1. Then I[Z,, k]l = q. Now k 
acts on LJQ, 2 Sz(q). The structure of Aut(Sz(q)) yields that k induces an 
inner automorphism on Sz(q). As Z(S) # Z(L,) we have Z(L,) = 1. Thus 
[k, L,] & Q,. Then there is a conjugate kh with h E S such that (k. kh) Q, 
contains S. But then IZ,: Z, n Z(S)1 < q’, contradicting (1.6). 
Now we have J,,-,(S) @ Q,. Ch oose an elementary abelian subgroup E 
of S with /El > 2m-“. Then IZ,(EnQ,>l<qlEl- Thus lZ,;Cza(E)I<qz. 
As Q, = C,=(Z,) we get ]Z,: Cz,(E)I = q2 and EQJQ, = G,(S/Q,). Now 
(1.5) yields that Z, is a natural Sz(q)-module. If Z, @ Q,, we have Q, = Z, 
and then the contradiction C,,(Q,) & Q,. Thus Z, g Q,. Set X= (Zifi). 
PickhEL,.Then[ZI:nQ,I~q”andsoIC(Z,)nZ~I~q-’.Theactionof 
Sz(q) on the natural module yields now [Z,, Zk] = 1. Thus X’ = 1. Set Y, = 
R,(Q,/CcB(X)). Let Y be the pre-image of Y,. Then Y’ < C,(X) whence Y, 
is elementary abelian. Furthermore Y, < Z(Qo/C&)). Let A n Q, = 
(A n C,(X)) B, B n C,(X) = 1. We claim ] BI ,< q. To prove the claim 
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suppose ] B 1 > q. Then there is an element b E B * centralizing a conjugate 
Z, # Z, of Z,. Thus b centralizes (Z,, Z;) = X, a contradiction. Thus we 
have IBI <q. Thus IX: C,(A)] <q2. If B # 1, then IX: C,(B)/ >q2 and so 
IBI=q or 1. Thus (1.5) yields that ]Z, n C,(U)] > q’. Now 
I Q$Ccu(Z, n C,(U))] < q2. Furthermore an element k of order q - 1 in I/ 
centralizes this group. But then [k, Q,] G Q, n Q, and so [L,. k] s Q,. But 
now k has to centralize Z, which is impossible as X involves natural 
modules by (1.5). 
Now we have [Z,J(S)] # 1. By [3, (2.5)] we have J(S) E Sy12(j(S)“d). 
Let C be a characteritsic subgroup of J(S) which is normal in (J(S)‘“). Then 
C is normal in L,. Thus C b L,, yielding f(S) e Q,. Then 
L, = Q, C,-(Q,(Z(J(S)))). Thus Z(Q,) G Z(L,), a contradiction. Now we 
may assume that no non-trivial characteristic subgroup of J(S) is normal in 
(J(S)“fl). Furthermore J(S) s Q,. Set Z, = Z(02((J(S)LD))). Then Z, and 
02((k(S)Lfi)) are normal in N(S). Thus Z, has exactly q’ + 1 conjugates 
under L, . Choose g E L,, 
yields Zf c 02((j(S)LB)). 
o(g)oddandZ~#Z,.Applicationof[11,(1.7)] 
Th en 
02((.@)L”)). BY 111, (1.7)], X, 
X, = (Z,, (Z-f)“) = (Zfn) is contained in 
is normal in (J(S)“J\, a contradiction. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Suppose J(S) a L,. Let A E M’(S), IA I = 2”‘. Then 
Jm-n(S) @ Qo. 
Proof: By (3.2), Z(L,) = 1. Set Z, = fI,(Z(Q,)). Assume J,-,(S) G Qa. 
Then Z = Q,(Z(J,,-,(S))) a L,. Set Z = fi,(Z(J,,-.(Q,))). Choose 
A-E -d(S), A @ Q, . Then I z(A n Q,)] < ] A ] L as I A n Q, I > 2”-“. Thus 
]Z: Cz(A)I <q. Application of (1.6) yields [Z, A] = 1. Thus Z 4 2. Now 
(Z, Q,] < Q, n Z < 2. Thus LJQ, centralizes Z and Q,/Z contradicting 
C,,(Q,) G Q,. 
(3.4) LEMMA. Set Z, = f2,(Z(Qo)). Then [Z,. L,] is a natural L](q)- 
module. 
ProoJ By (3.2) we get Z(L,) = 1. Suppose Z, is not the natural 
module. By (1.11) we have J(S) < Q. and so J(S) < Q,. By (3.3) there is an 
elementary abelian subgroup E of S, E Q Q, and (El > 2”-“. Now 
I~~~~~Q~~I~~m~~~~~~~~~/~~:~,~~~~I~~I~/~~Q,I,<~2. 
Suppose /E/En Q,] > 4. Then there is an element g E L, such that 
(E, ER) involves L,(q). This yields IZ,I < q5. Suppose now ]E/E n Q,l = 2. 
Then there are g, h EL, such that (E, Eg, I?‘) involves L,(q). Thus 
]Z, ] < 8q3. If (Z,I > q4, then q = 4 and ]Z, ] = 29. But then the centralizer in 
Z, of an element of order 5 is of order 2j. As L,(4) is generated by two 
elements of order 5 we get a contradiction to Z(L,) = 1. Thus IZ, I < q4 in 
all cases. 
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Suppose /Z,I = q4. Then S = EQ, and ] C,,(E)] = 4’. Now application of 
[ 13, (2.3)] yields that Z, is not irreducible. Now [ 13, (2.6)] yields that each 
non-trivial factor of Z, is a natural module or an eight dimensional GF( fi)- 
module. Notice n is odd. Then (1.9) yields q = 8, 1 E/E n Q. 1 = 2 and 
IZ,I = 2’. Thus we have shown that in all cases Z, involves only natural 
modules or q = 8 and IZ,J = 28. 
Let V< Z, be a natural module. Then Z,/V is a trivial module or a 
natural module. In the latter case Z, is a direct sum of two natural modules 
v,, j’, by (1.8). 
Suppose Z, < Q, and set X = (Z,‘*). We claim X’ # 1. Thus assume 
X’ = 1. Choose A E d(S), A & Q,, and g E L, - N(S). As Z, 41 L,, we 
have [Ag, Z,] # 1. Let C be a complement of A g n CQe(X) in AK n Q, . Set 
B = Ag n X. Suppose C = 1. Then ] X: AR n XI < q, a contradiction to ( 1.6). 
Thus C # 1. Hence there is a conjugate of Z,? not centralized by C. Thus we 
may assume [Z,, C] # 1. Set C, = CJZ,). Then 2 < IC: C,I <q. 
Suppose q = 8 and Z, is the 8-dimensional GF(2)-module. Then (1.9) 
yields ]C: C,I = 2 and IZ,: B nZ,I = 16. As IZ,(ARn C,JX)) C,l ,< IA), 
we get Q,A/Q, = n,(S/Q,). Thus (A. A “) = U involves Sz(8). Now 
there is an element 1~ of order 7 in N,,(S) acting on O*(L,) Qo. As 
Z, n B is centralized by (Qo, C, CJ) we get Z, n B a L, and 
SO ) L,: CLm(Z, n B)I = 4. Thus O*(L,) Q. E CJZ, n B) and so 
f2,(Z(O’(L,) Qo)) = Z,n B is normalized by r. But then CQo/Qo is 
centralized by V, a contradiction to the choice of 1’. 
Thus we have shown that Z is not the 8-dimensional GF(2)-module. As 
[s, Z,] = 1 or Z(S) n Z, for all x E S. and Z(S) n Z, is central in L,, we 
get IX: C,(C,)/>IC,I. Thus lXI>IBC,Z,I. The action of L,(q) on Z, 
yields IBC’,Z,I > IBCl and so IX] > IBCI. Now lARnCa,(X)I IClq> 
IX(ARnCao(X))I. Thus qiBCl>lXl. By (1.6), lX:BI>q’. Hence (Clhq. 
We have IBZ,: BI = q2 and so BC,Z, = X. Let IC,I > q. Then there is a 
conjugate Z, of Z, such that Z,@ BZ,. Set C, = C,,(Z,). Then JC,: Czl <q 
and so IBZDZ,CzI > 1x1. But then 1BZ,Z,C,(A”nC,JX))I > IA’I, a 
contradiction. Now we have 1 C’ = q and IX: BI = 4’. Application of (1.5) 
yields now that X/C,(U) is the natural Sz(q)-module where U = (A, A ‘). As 
A<Qq. we have ]Z, n C,(U)\ > q*. Clearly Z(S) n Z, < C,(U). 
Furthermore [S, Z, ] < Z, n Z(S). This yields IZ, n C,(U)1 = qJ. But then 
we may assume V, < C,r(uj and so V, 4 (L, , L,), a contradiction. 
We have shown X’ # 1. Thus there is a conjugate Z, of Z, such that 
[Z,, Z,] # 1. Now (Z,, Z,) c_ Q, and so IZ,: C,y(Z,)( = q. But L, acts 2- 
fold transitively on the conjugates of Z,. Hence lZD: C,B(Z,)] = q too, 
contradicting the action of L,(q) on the two possible modules. 
Now we may assume Z, Q Q,. As C,,(Q,) ?E Q, we have Q, Q, = S. 
Suppose that Z, is the sum of two natural modules. Then [Q, , Z, ] < 
Z(S)nz,<z,. But then LJQ, stabilizes Q, > Z, > 1, a contradiction. 
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Thus ]Z,] = 2* and q = 8. As JZ, n Q, / = 2’ we have a contradiction to 
(1.9). 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Set V = [Z,, LO]. Suppose V to be the natural 
L,(q)-module. Then we have the following normal series 
1 a Z(S) = Z, a X a C,o(X) a Q, , 
where [Z(S)1 = q, X/Z(S) is the natural Sz(q)-module 1 C,JX)/Xl = q and 
X = l2,(C,-(X)), and Q,/C(X) is the natural Sz(q)-module. Furthermore we 
have V=Z,. 
Proof. Suppose Z, < Q,. Set X = (Z,“*). We claim X’ = 1. Otherwise 
there is a conjugate Z, of Z, such that [Z,, Z,] # 1. Now the action of L,(q) 
Z, yields [Z Z,] = Z(S) A 2, < Z,. Now Z,< Q, and so 
pz” * C (Z )] = q. As 1 acts 2-fold transitively on the conjugates of Z we 
gei’ I&: ~z,(Z,)l = q. This yields 2, = V. We have ] Q,: C,,(ZJ 2 q3. 
Choose y E L, -NLB(S). Then U = (Z,, Z;) involves L,(q) and 
] Qa: C,,(U) Z, I < q’. As Q, = Ns(Zy) we have Q,/C,,(Z,) Z, z S/Q,. This 
yields that Qo/C,,(CJ) Z, involves two natural L,(q)-modules. Thus an 
element of order 3 acts fixpointfreely on this group. But this contradicts [6, 
(8.2)] and the fact that Qo/C,,(U) Z, is non-abelian. 
We have Q,/Cco(X) is elementary abelian. Furthermore X < Q,. Let 
Y E N,,(K) - L,. Suppose [Xy, X] = 1. Then R = (XLB) is abelian. As 
Q,Q, =S we get s/Q, z QdQ, C-J Q, and Q, n Q, = Co&Vd. Set 
CJ = C&Wd As Q,lC&) is elementary abelian we get U/C,,(R) is 
elementary abelian. 
If J(S) E Q, there is an element B E d(S), B < Q, and B < Qo. If 
J(S) @ Q, then choose an element A E M’(S). Set B, = A n Q, . Then I B, I > 
2”-” where IA ] = 2”. Suppose that B, centralizes X. Then ] X: C,Y(,4)] < q, 
contradicting (1.6). Thus [B,, Zy) # 1 for some conjugate Z, of Z,. Then 
some conjugate B of B, is not contained in Q, . Hence in both cases there is 
an elementary subgroup B of Q,, B < Qg and (BI > 2m-“. Now we may 
choose B such that I B: C,(X)/ < q. 
Let C be a complement of B f7 C,,(R) in B n Q. Choose a conjugate 
Xg#X. gE L,. Set C, = Cc(Xg). Now the action of Q, on X yields 
lXg:Cxp(Cn(Q,)g)l~ICn(Q,j":C,l. Let l#~Ecn(Q,)~. Then 
((R~B)XP~(R~B)Xgb,c]~[Xg,c]n[X”*,~]=l, bEB-QQ,. Thus 
~C,(R)XgXRb:CB(R)Xg(~(Cn(QJg:C,(. Now we get: q(B(> 
jC,(R)XgXgbC,I = IC,(R)XgXgbI IC,I = IC,(R)XgI IC,(R)XgXbI 
IC,l/lC,(R)XgI > IC,(R)XgllCn(Q,)gl = lC,(RIIXg:XgnBl 
]Cn(QJ]. This yields IXg:XgnBl<qlB:Bn(Q,)gI<qLIB:BnQ,I. 
Furthermore we get IXg: (XgnB)Z,J<IB:Bn(Q,)g)<qJB:BnQB). 
Suppose first C < (Q,)g. Then ]Xg: (Xg n B) Z,] 2 q* by (1.6). Thus we 
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get /Xg: (xgnB)z,I =q*, BQ, = S, I C n (Qay: C, ( = IC,(R) X4Xgb: 
C,(R)Xg(. As Cf ,< C(X)n C(Xgb)n C(P) we get C, = 1. Now 
(xgnB)z,=xRnxgb=xnx”= nhEL,xh. Thus XnxR a L,. As 
~Xg:(XgnB)Zq~=q* we get that X involves only one non-trivial 
irreducible module, the natural module. Let X, be the pre-image of 
Cxizn(L,). Then L, = Q,C,-(f) for each t E X,. Application of 15, (2.3)] 
yields that there is no t E X, n Xg with L, = QoCL,(f), t # 1. As X, < XR we 
have x, n c,,,,(w) = 1, where w= (B, B”,. Now xnxg- 
Z, x C,,,,(W). Let (vi = K n W. Then 11 acts on X, and so X, < Z, or 
X, < C,,,,,,(W). Thus X, = Zn and so \Xn Xe( = 9’. 
We have C,(R)X”XRb E&‘(S) and so R = (R n B) X4Xeb. Then 
we get IR:(RnB)Z,I=q’. Choose bEB-Q,, l#cECn(Q,)“, and 
x E Xg. Then [.u, c] E Zi and [Y’, cl E Ztb. Furthermore I,&‘, cl E Z,, 
and [[R,b](RnB)Z,,Cn(Q,)g]<Z,. Thus [R,b](RnB)Z,/Z,= 
G& n (Q, >“>- Th us we get JR/Z,: C,,.,,(B)1 < q’. Set W = (B, BY). Then 
W involves L,(q) and (R/Zn)/C,i+(W) is a direct sum of two natural 
modules by (1.8). In particular R IS generated by three conjugates of X, 
whence R = XXgXRb. Set T = C&X n X”). Then Qo/T is a natural L2(q)- 
module. As R = XXgXgb we get CJ=Q,n (Q,)Kn(Q,)R" and so 
IQ,: UI< q6. As Q,/U involves S/Q, we get that QJiJ is non-abelian. Thus 
IQ,: UI > q4, by [6, (8.2)]. Let o be an element of order q + 1 in L,. Then 
there are elements t in Q. - U with [w, t] = 1. Thus I & (Qn)” for some 
h E L,. But [t, X n Xg] = 1 and so /Cc,!,, (w)i < q. This yields 1 QD/Ul < q’. 
With [6, (8.2)] we get the following normal series lJ (I U, 4 U, 0 Q, with 
natural modules U,/U and Qo/Uz and trivial module U,/U,. Furthermore 
U,/U and QdU, are non-split. Let R , be maximal in R with [Lo, R I 1 ,< Z,. 
Suppose R,=XnXR. Let R,<R, R2 (1 L, and RJXnX” be the natural 
L,(q)-module. Then R, = (R2 nX)(R, nXR). As IR2 n XI = q’ we get 
Q, n Qb = C,,((R, n X)/Z,). Thus 1 Q,: C,,(R,/Z,)/ = qJ and an element of 
order 3 in L, acts fixed point freely on Q,/C,D(Rz/Z,). As this group is non- 
abelian we get a contradiction by [6, (8.2)]. Thus we may assume 
R, >XnXg. Suppose now [U,R,j= 1. L.et r be in RI-XnX’. Then 
r & Z, and so Q, # Cc,(r). Thus ( Qo/C’,,(r)( = q’. Let w and t be as above. 
Then [r, t] E CzB(w) = 1. As U,(t)/17 is generated by conjugates of t we get 
Cao(r) = C,,(Xnxg). But then we can choose r in such a way that 
[Q,, r] = 1, a contradiction. Thus [U, r] # 1, and so U/C,,(r) is the natural 
L,(q)-module. Furthermore QJC,&(Xn Xg) (r)) is a direct sum of two 
natural L,(q)-modules. 
Suppose c n (Qa)g @ CpD((X n XR) (r-1). Then I( n CJ(x n x’) 
(r)) C(Xg) > q’. Thus t centralizes in (Q,)‘/C,, g(Xs) a factor group of 
order greater than q2. But now the structure of L, yields f E (Q,)R, a contra- 
diction. Thus we have C n (Qn)g c C,(r). Now we have I U: C,.(X)1 = q2 and 
so ) U/C,,(R)\ < q6. Thus IC,,(r)/C,,(R)( <q’. As Q. acts non-trivially on 
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(C f~ (Qn)g) C(Xg)/C(Xg) we get C,(r)/C,,(R) is a direct sum of two natural 
modules. Thus U/C,(R ) is of order q6 and involves only natural modules. 
Now we have that [Q, n C,,(XnXg), t] < C,,(X). Thus [U, t] < C,(R). 
Thjs now yields [U,, U] < C,(R). Then L,/U induces L,/C,,(Xn Xg) on 
U/C,(R). Application of (6, (8.2)] yields [Qo, U] < C,!(R), contradicting 
[cn (QJgq Q,l <G(R). 
Thus we have Cr ohaL (Q,)“. This now yields ]XR: (XR f7B) Z,I < 
]B:BnQ,]. Suppose now IXg:XgnXl <q. Then [C,Xg]= 1 and so we 
get C=l. But then lR:RnBl<qlB:BnQ,I and lR:(RnB)Z,I< 
]B: B n Q,]. This yields BQ, = S. Thus in all cases we have BQ, = S. Now 
Xg n X = Xgb n X for all b E B. This yields Xg n X = fiheLB Xh. Then we 
have XnXg a L, and (X:XnXg] Eq. Set T= C,,(XnXg/Z,). Then 
Q, < T but T # Q,. Thus Q,/T is a factor group of Qo/Q, n Q, and so 
centralized by L,/Q,. Then there is an element u of order q - 1 in L, such 
that [v, Q,] < T. The structure of Aut(Sz(q)) now yields [v, L,] < Q,. Then 
[X, v] is normal in L,. But /[X, v]] < q3 and so Z, is normal in L,, a con- 
tradiction. 
Thus we have shown that there is an element ~7 E NLa(K) such that 
[X,X-‘] f 1. Suppose Xf < Q,. Then [X,X-‘] = Z,. But now [X,X”] = 
[X, X4‘] y = Zi # Z,, a contradiction. Thus X’ & Q, . 
Clearly X”Q,/Q, = O,(S/Q,). Let g E L, - NJS). Then W = (X”, XyR) 
involves Sz(q). Suppose X’ n Q, G Ccn(X). Then [X4’, Q, A Q,] G C,=(X) 
and so X’ centralizes in Q,/C,,(X) a subgroup of index q. Now (1.6) yields 
that LJQ, induces the trivial module on Q,/C,,(X). But then LJQ, is 
trivial on X/Z,, a contradiction. Thus there is an element f E X’ such 
that IX: C.,(t)] =q. Now we have [Xn Qi,X-l] < Zi and so 
[xn Q;, X’ n Q,] = 1. This yields IX-\‘: Cca(X) nXyI < q2. Thus each 
element of X centralizes a subgroup of index q’ in X’. As L, is 2-fold tran- 
sitive on the conjugates of X we get IX: C.,(X’)] = q2. By (1.5) we have that 
X/C,(W) is the natural Sz(q)-module. As [Q, n Qi, X”] c Z, we get 
I Q,lC&): CPn/cy,w (X-l’)] =q2. Thus Q,/C,<,(X) and X/Z, are both 
natural Sz(q)-modules. 
Set Y = Cca(X). The order of X yields X” n Y = X’ nX and so 
[Y, W] <X. Now the structure of Q, yields that there is a subgroup Y, of 
index at most q in Y such that Y, = C’,.(X’) X. As ((X”)Q*) < WX we get 
]C,.(X”), (X’)Qa] = 1. Thus [Cy(XF),XLO] = 1. Now C,.(X”) (1 L, and 
Y, a L,. Thus C,(X”) is elementary abelian and W centralizes a 
complement X, of X in Y, . This yields [S, X, ] < X, Z,. In particular we get 
[C’r(X”), S] < Z, and so X,Zn 4 L,. But [X,Z,, Q,] < Z,. This now 
yields [X, , Q,] = 1 and so X, = 1. Thus we have I C,-(X): X] < q. 
Suppose now 1 CQn(X)/X] < q. We look at L,. We have Xn X’ a L, 
and lxnxy( =q3. Furthermore M = (X f7 (Qa)“)L” a L,. We have 
XnX’ a L, and (XnX’j =q3. Furthermore M= (Xn (Q,)‘)“” a L,. 
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We have that 1 Q$MI < q5. Now Q,,/Q, n Q, E S/Q, ? Qo/Qo n (QJy and 
IQB:Q,n<QJyl= q’. There is an element v of order q - 1 centralizing 
LolQo . As IQ, n (Qn)y: MI < q there is a power vi of v centralizing 
(Q, n (Q,)“)/M and acting non-trivially on Q,/(Q, n (Q,)?). Thus 
Q, n <Q,)' Q 4. Furthermore Lo/Q0 induces two natural modules on 
Q,/(Q, n (Q,)Y) and so an element of order 3 acts fixed point freely. 
Application of [6] now yields that Qd(Q, n (Qa)P) has to be abelian, a 
contradiction as S/Q, is non-abelian. Thus 1 C&Y): Xl = q. 
Let C,*(X) be elementary abelian of order q6. Let A E .d(S). Then an 
easy counting argument shows 1 C,-(X): Ccuncx,(A)I ,< q*. If A k Q,, then 
(A, A “) centralizes a subgroup of order q’ in X, g E L, - N(S). But this 
contradicts lZ(L,)l = q. Thus J(S) c Q,. As JZ, / = q we get C,*(X) = J(S) 
and so [J(S), Z,] = 1 yielding J(S) C_ Q. and so J(S) 4 (L,, LLI). a 
contradiction. Thus the proposition holds or Z, c Q, . 
Thus assume Z, @ Q,. Then [Q, , Z, 1 c Z, n Q, < Z, and so L,/Q, 
stabilizes 1 Q Z, a Q,, contradicting C,,(Q,) < Q, . 
4. THE REDUCTION 
Let all notations be as in Section 2. Thus r is the tree where G is acting 
on. Furthermore T is the track centralized by K and so by (2.14) T = C,(K). 
We identify the vertices of T with Z. Then 02’(Gi) Qi/Qi = Li/Qi is 
isomorphic to Sz(q) or L,(r) for some 2-powers q and r. Furthermore we 
have CLi(Qi) < Qi. The aim of this section is to prove r = q. Thus we assume 
r # 9. 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let G, be the stabilizer of T in G. Suppose 2 1 IG,/. Set 
Q = O,(G,) and y = (012). Then the following holds 
(a) Q+ 1. 
@I Q E S,.,. 
Proof. For the definition of S,,, see (2.18). From (2.9) we get that Go,, 
is 2-closed, hence Q # 1. 
Set M = NG(Q). Then there is a finite subarc y’ in T of maximal length 
such that G,# G, (see (2.13)). As Q 4 G, we get G,= M,. We may assume 
that jr= (0 ... t). Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of MT Then IR ,(U/Q)l = r if 
L,/Q, ? L,(r) and q if Lo/Q0 2 Sz(q). Furthermore IR ,(U/Q)I = r if LJQ, 2 
L,(r) and q if LJQ,? Sz(q). As q # r we get t = 2m. Hence 0’” = 2m and 
(MY? MYm) is transitive on d(2m). Conjugation with r implies that M, and 
M, are transitive on d(O), A(2) respectively. Pick x E N,,,,(K) and 
J* E N,,,>(K) such that (-1)” = 1 and 3’ = 1. Then O’-‘” = (-2)” # 0 and 
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IT’=4Y#2 and IT-‘” = lT” = 1. Since (r-lx, ry) is contained in N,,(K), 
we get M,,(K) @ M, u M,. Now (2.15) yields an element z such that 0’ = 2 
and z E Mr. Suppose that M, involves L ,/Q, . Then by [ 5, (2.3)] M is edge- 
transitive on r and so Q = I, a contradiction. Thus (0, 2) is normalized by 
M, and so (b) is proved. 
Notation. Q = O,(G,), y = (012), M = NG(Q). For X, YE S,, we define 
X < Y iff’NG(X)O < N,(Y),. Let SE, be the set of maximal elements in Sy.K 
with respect to 4. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Suppose XE S,,, and iz? = No(X). Then the following 
hold: 
(a) A?, normalizes (0,2) and A?, < A?,,, 
(W QI n a0 E W2V%) n W2(~2)y 
(c) suppose that X E Sz,, then no nontrivial characteristic subgroup 
of Q, n A?,, is normal in II?,,. In particular O”(A?,,/O,(d,)) 2 L?(r). 
Proof Assertion (a) follows from the definition of S,,, and (b) is a 
consequence of (a). 
Assume that X E Sz, and that C # 1 is a characteristic subgroup of 
Q, nti,, which is normal in Q,. With (a) and (b) we get that C is normal 
in *, and G,. Hence C E S,., 
implies e,-, = NG(C)O. 
and a,, < N&C&. The maximality of X 
Thus Q, n a,, E Syl,(G,), a contradiction. If 
Z, < O,(E,), then L, = QoC,JZ, n Q,), contradicting (2.11). Thus 
Z, < O,(M,) and so C@J02(M,,)) s O?(M,). Now (1.12) yields (c). 
(4.3) LEMMA. Suppose 2 1 1 G,I. Then Q E S&, O,(M,) is elementary 
abelian and 02(M,)/Z(02’(M,)) is the natural L ,(r)-module. 
Proof Let X E S&, with Q <X. Set fi,, = N,(X),. Application of [ 11, 
(l.lO)] yields that O,(M,) is elementary abelian and O,(A?,)/Z(O”(I@,)) is 
the nat_ural module. As M, < fi, and O,(d,) is elementary abelian we get 
M,=M,andsoQES&. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Suppose211G,I.ThenQnZi=l‘foralliET. 
Proof If suffices to show Z, n Q = Z, n Q = 1. Assume R = Zi n Q # 1 
for some iE (0, 1). Then (4.3) yields [R, O*‘(M,)] = 1. Let i= 0. Then 
R<Z(L,) and so RnZ,#l. Let now i=l. Then RES,, and 
Q, <No(R),. By (4.2) we have Q, E Syl,(N,(R),). Thus R E S& and so no 
non-trivial characteristic subgroup of Q, is normal in N,(R), by (4.2). Now 
[ 11. (1.7)] yields that there is a non-trivial subgroup Y of Q,, which is 
normal in O*(G,) and N,(R),. Since No(R),, is transitive on d(0) and 
O*(G,) is transitive on d(l) we get a contradiction with [S, (2.3)] to Y # 1. 
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(4.5) LEMMA. Suppose 2 1 (G,(. Then 0,(1%4,)/Q is nor the natural L?(r)- 
module. 
Proof Suppose by way of contradiction O,(M,)/Q to be the natural 
module. Then by (4.4), Z, is the natural module and IZ, ( = r, Z, < Z,. Now 
Z2QOESy12(LJ and [Z,,Q,l=Z,<Z,. As Z,,<QpQ-,, we get 
Q,nQ-, 4~5,. Suppose Q,nQ, a&,. Then QoflQ,=Q,nQ-,. Then 
[Z,, Q, I-I Q,] <Z, and so [Oz’(L,), Qo) < Z,. This yields Q, = Z,Q = 
WWJ < Qk, a contradiction. Thus there is an element x E L, with 
(Q,nQ,)‘=QonQ-,. As lQo,Z21~lQ,,Q,l~Q,nQ11 we get 
Q, n Q- , we get that Y/Q, n Q- , involves only natural modules and no 
trivial modules. Application of 16, (8.2)) yields that Y/Q1 n Q-, has to be 
elementary abelian. As Q,/(Q, n Q,) is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Wd we get I(Qd(Q, n Q-h: YKQ, n Q -,I = q and Q&Q, n Q- 0 is 
centralized by an element v of order 3 in L,, . Now Q,/(Q, f-~ Q- , ) = 
Y/‘(Q, C-J Q-,I x C Qo,,(P,nQ-,,(~). But then Q&Q,nQ-,) is abelian, a con- 
tradiction. 
(4.6) PROPOSITION. !G,J is odd. 
ProoJ: Assume 2 1 (G,(. We claim Z, < Z(OZ’(M,)). To prove the claim 
let Z, < Z(O*‘(M,)). Then Z, Sr, O,(M,). Further Z,Z, a L,. Suppose 
Z, < Z,. Then Z, < Z(L r) and so Z(L,) = 1. Thus Z, is the natural module. 
Then [O,(M,), O,(M,)] = [Z,, Z,]. Take x E M, with (Z$ = Z2. Then x 
normalizes [Oz(MO), O,(M,)]. But then x normalizes Z(02’(M,,)) too. Thus 
Z(O”(M,)) is normal in M. Then we may assume Z(O”(M,j)= Q, 
contradicting (4.5). 
Hence Z, <Z,,. Then Q, = C,,(Z,) and so QorSIQ, (IL,. Then Zz 
stabilizes the chain Q, > Q, n Q, > Oz(M,) and so Q, = Z, C,,,(K,), 
K, = K n L,,. Then [Z?Q,,, K,I ,< Q,. The structure of Aut(Sz(q)) yields 
now [K,, L, 1 < Q, and so C,,(K,) a L,. As C,,(K,) < Z(02’(M,)), we get 
that C,,(K,) is normal in (M,, L,). Application of [5, (2.3)] now yields 
C,,(K,) = 1. As Cc,(K,,) # 1 we get C,O(K,j # 1 and so Z(L,) # 1, a con- 
tradiction. 
We have Z, < Z(O”(M,)). Then Z, < Z(L,) = 1. Furthermore IZ,,J ,< r, 
by (4.4). By 1131 we have IZ,I = r and JZ,) = r’. But as K acts transitively 
on Z,/Z, we get Z, = C,,(Q,) = [Q,, Z, 1, contradicting (1.6). 
For the remainder of this section we fix some additional notations. Let ) 
be a maximal subarc of T such that Q = O,(G,) # 1. Thus without loss of 
generality we may assume y = (0 . . . t). Then Q acts semi-regularly on 
d(O)- {l} and d(r)- {t- l}. 
For i E T we define bi = max(lj - i/j E T and Zi < Gj}. Notice that bi + i 
is a vertex in T of maximal distance from i such that Zj < Gh,ii. 
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(4.7) LEMMA. (a) we have ]Q] = I-, q or q2, 
(b) t= 2m, 
(c) lN,,(K)/KI = 2 and C,,(K) ,< Kfor i E T, 
(d) for i E T, x E N,.JK) - K and m E LV, x interchanges the two 
vertices i $ m and i - m of distance m from i in T. 
Proof We have Q < G, n G, but Q n Q. = 1 = Q n Q,. The operation 
of K on Q yields (a). As r # q we get (b). Assertions (c) and (d) follow from 
(2.14) and (1.2). 
(4.8) LEMMA. b, E (t/2 - 1, t/2}. 
Proof Set b=b, + 1 and pick xE N,,(K) -K. Then Z-:=Z,. By 
(4.7)(d) we get C,(Z,) = (-(b - 2) a.. 6). Therefore Z, < G, but Z, & Qh. 
The maximality of t yields IC,(Z,)l = 26 - 2 < f and so 6, < t/2. 
Assume now t/2 > b. For r* E (5) with 1” = 2b - 1 we get Cr.(;‘) = 
(b...3b-2) and [Q,Z;‘]=l, as 2b-l<l. Hence (Z,,Z;‘,K)< 
NJQ) = N. As Z, acts on d(b) - (b + 1 } and ZT’ acts on d(b) - (b - 1 } we 
get with (1.2) that Nb involves L,(r) or Sz(q) and so N, acts transitively on 
d(b). We choose zEZ, -Qb. By (1.2) we get that z normalizes K” for 
suitable u E Nb. This implies that F= (P ... (b + 1)” b(b + 1)” . . . t”) or 
;= (t” ... (b + 1)” b(b + 1”’ a.. tU’) is a subarc of T”. As 7 and f are 
stabilized by K”Q, the maximality of t implies 2(t - 6) < t and so t/2 < b, a 
contradiction. 
(4.9) LEMMA. b, E (t/2 - 2. t/2 - 1. t/2). 
ProoJ Set b = b, + 2. Then CT(Z2) = (-(b - 4) ... b), and we get the 
assertion with the same arguments as in (4.8). 
(4.10) LEMMA. One of the following holds: 
(4 LZb,+J CV%,+,. 
(b) 1 # [Z,,Z,,] ,<Z,nZbo and for F= (1 ... (t+ 1)) we haue 
Oz(Gi.) # 1 (i.e., (a) holds with the roles of 0 and 1 interchanged). 
ProoJ Set h = b, + 1, R = [Z,, Z,], X = [Z,, Zbo], and assume that (a) 
does not hold. Then R # 1, 6, = b, < b, , and h is in the same G-orbit as 0, 
in particular b, is odd. 
Suppose that b, is in the same G-orbit as 0. Then Z, # Z(L,), otherwise 
[Z,,Z,] = 1, and Xf 1. From (4.8) and (4.9) we get 
(1) t/2-2<b,=b,- 1 <t/2. 
As X < Z, n Zbo and /Z,I = IZbol, (1.5) implies Z,/Z(L,) n Z, is the 
481.:80:1-I4 
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natural L,/Q,-module and L,/Q, ? L?(r). Let s be the singularity as defined 
in (2.16). Now y is a regular arc. Suppose t < s. Then application of 
(5, (2.12)] yields that (-1 .a. (t - 1)) is regular and so (b) holds. Therefore 
we may assume 
(2) s<t. 
Let H be the centralizer of Z,in Z,. Then H = R(Z, n Z(L,)) since h is 
in the same G-orbit as 0. Assume that H < Q, . Then there exists an element 
h E H with lh # 1. By (1) the distance between 1 and lh is 2. By (2.17), 
s > 3. By (2.16) there is an element g E G, such that lh9 = 3. Then 
Z, = Zfg = Z, = Zi and Z, < G, contradicting (4.6). We have shown 
H stabilizes y’ = (0 ... (h + b,)). Assume that Z(L,) n Z, # 1. Then 
Z(L,) n Z, < H and so Z(L,) n Z, stabilizes (o . . . 2h) by (4.7)(d). The 
maximality of t implies b, = (t/2) - 1 and Z(L,) n Z, = Q. Now we get 
] Z(L,) n Z, ] = r and ] Z(S) n Z, 1 = r’. Furthermore Z(L,) n Z(L ,) = 1. As 
Z(S)nZ,<Z, we get IZ,I>r’ and so lZ,nQ,]>r*. Now Qhnz, 
stabilizes (-(!I, - 1) . . . (h + 1)) of length t - 1. This yields IQ,, n Z, / = rq 
and so r < q. Now (Z, I = r’q < q3, yielding with (1.4), Z, < Z(L,), a 
contradiction. This shows Z(L,) = 1 and therefore also 
(4) Z(L,) = 1 and Z, is the natural module for Lo/Q,,. 
The subgroup X stabilizes (-b, ... 26,) of length 36,,, and the maximility 
of t implies 3b, < t. From (1) we get: 
(5) t = 8 or 12 and b,, = t/2 - 2. 6, = t/2 - I 
or 
(6) t=6 and b,=2, b,=3. 
Assume Z,<Z(L,). Then, by (1.12), J(S)<Q,. Thus J(S)<Q,. Set 
B = C,(C!,(Z(J(S)))). Then [3, (2.5)] implies B E Syl,((BLo)). AS B Q Q,, 
and so B Q L,, we get that no non-trivial characteristic subgroup of B is 
normal in (BLo). But then [ 11, (1.7)] yields a nontrivial normal subgroup of 
((BLo), L,), a contradiction. Thus we have 
(7) Z,<Z(L,) and IZ,I=r. 
Now (7) and (4) imply X = CzO(ZbO) = Z, = CzbO(ZO) = Z+, and b, = 2. 
Together with (5) we have proved: 
(8) b,=2, b,=3, t=6 or b,=2, b,=3, t=8. 
Set V= (Zgl). Then V’ = Z,. Assume that t = 6. Then JL,(z < r3q4 and 
soJQ,~~r3q2and~Q,J,<r2q4.SetJ=(-3-2-lOl23).IfJGi(iseven. 
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we are allowed to interchange the roles of 1 and 0 and get (b). Thus we may 
assume that ]Gtl is odd. Then lQ,nQ-,l<r’and so Q,nQ-,=Z,. Now 
lQ,:Q,nQ,l=IQ,:Q,nQ-,l=Is:Q,I=q2. As V<Q, we get 
IVvQ-,nQolGQ,nQo and so (Q, n Q,,)(Q-, n Q,) is normal in L, since 
S= P-Q,,. As [Q,,Z,] =Z, we get [Q, nQo, V] <Z,. Now (1.5) yields 
that <Q,nQe,)(Q,nQ-,)/<Q,nQ-,) involves only natural or trivial L?(r)- 
modules. Now there is an element x E L, with (Q, n QJX = (Q-, n Q,) and 
so Y = (Q, n Q,)(QO n Q_ ,)/(Q, n Q- ,) is trivial or involves only natural 
modules. In the latter case an element of order 3 acts tixedpointfreely on 
Y = (Q,n Q,)(Q,, n Q-,)/(Q, n Q-,). But then [6, (8.2)] yields that Y is 
elementary abelian and so 1 Y] = q2 and ]Qol = q”r*. Then I Q,l = qr3, 
yielding qr2 > q’, as Sz(q) acts on QJZ, nontrivial and (1.4). Thus r > q, 
contradicting the non-trivial action of L,(r) on Y. Hence Q, n Q, = 
Q,nQ-,=Z,. Then lQ,l= r3 and so Q, = Z,Z,f, for some g E L,. Now 
C,,,,,,(QJZA =Zo/Z, = C,,,,,,,,,,,(Q,/ZJ contradicting the non-trivial 
action of LJQ, on Q,/Z, by (1.6). 
So we may assume t = 8. We have again IS: Q, / = q’. As I V: C,(Z,)) = r 
we get IV: VnQJ=r. Now IQ&%, K VI G [Vn QoPo~ VIG 
V’Z,/Z, = 1. As VQO = S we get with (1.5) that Q,/Z, involves only natural 
modules. Now [V, Q, n Q-,] <Z, and so Q, n Q-, 4 VQ, = S. Then 
Q, n Q-, 4 L,. Suppose Q, n Q_, # Q, n Q,. As above we get that 
(Q, n Q&Q- I n QJAQ, n Q-J involves only natural modules and an 
element of order three acts fixpointfreely on this group. Application of [6, 
(8.2)] yields that this group is elementary abelian. Thus IQ,: (Q,, n Q,) 
(Q,nQ-,>l=s. Furthermore [Q,,Q,l~(Q,nQ,>(Q,nQ-,> and so 
Q/QQ, n Q- ,) has to be elementary abelian, contradicting Q,/Q, n Q, z 
Thus Q,nQ,=Q,nQ-,. But this yields IS/=q’r’ and so 
IQ,jLr’. Now Q, n Q-, is elementary abelian of order r3. Now pick 
f0 E N,,,(K) - L, and t, E N,[(K) - L,. Then r0 normalizes K, = K n L, and 
therefore D = CQlnQ_ ,K,). As Q, n Q-,/Z, . IS a trivial Lz(r)-module we get 
(D, t,] = 1. According to (2.12) we may assume r = t,t, and tf E G,. Thus r 
normalizes D n D’I. As I G,] is odd we get D n D’I = 1. On the other hand 
t = 8 and so Q’-’ and Q’-’ are contained in Q, n Q-, . But the proper non- 
trivial K-invariant subgroups of Q, n Q-, are in D or Z,. Now b, = 3 
implies (Q’-‘, QTm’) < D. But then Q’-“l = QT-’ < D n D’l, a contradiction. 
From now on suppose that b, is in the same G-orbit as 1. Then (4.8) and 
(4.9) yield: 
(9) 6, = t/2 - 2 and 6, = t/2. 
In particular Z, stabilizes the arc (-(h - 2) e.. h) of length t. This yields, 
with (4.7)(a), ] Z, I = r or q and K acts transitively on Z:. We get 
(10) z, < Z(L,), IZ,/ = r or q if Lo/Q0 is isomorphic to L,(r) or 
Sz(q) respectively, and X= 1. 
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We have t > 6. Assume 6, = 3. Then (9) yields b, = 1 and t = 6. There is 
an element g E L,\L, such that L, = Q,(Z,, Zg). Furthermore 
QonQtf~L,. 
Suppose L,/Q, 2 Sz(q). Then L,/Q, ? L?(r) and /Z, I= q. Now 
Z(L,) = 1. As f = 6 we have lLOlz < r3q6 and IQ,, < r’q’. Now 
1 Q,/Q,, n Qil f q’. As LJQ, acts non-trivial on QJQ, n Q,R we get r’ < q’ 
and so IQ,, <q”. Now [ 13, (2.4)] yields that Q. involves only trivial and 
natural Sz(q)-modules. Hence JZ,J > q’. As [Z,. Q,] < (Q, n Q,)(Q, n Q;) 
we get as above Q, = (Q. n Q,)(Q,Rn Q,). Thus Z,, n Z,K = Z,. As we may 
assume that g centralizes Q,n Q; we get Z,n Q,” = Z,. Thus now 
/Z, n Q, / = q’. Then /Z,I = q’ and Z, is the natural module for Sz(q). But 
Z, < QA. if Qh # 1. and so Q, is elementary abelian, yielding Z,, = Qo. As 
r = q’ we get ) Q, / = q’ and so C,,(Q,) & Q,, a contradiction, 
Suppose now Lo/Q, 2 MI). Then IZ,/=r. Again q’< 
( Q,/Qo n Qii < r’. Thus q’ < r and lLolz < r6. Furthermore Q, = (Q, n Qf) 
(Z,nQ,)(Z,RnQ,). Then [Qo, Q,/(Q,nQ$, Q,j = 1, contradicting (1.6). 
So we have shown 
(11) 6,>5. 
We have Zh<LL, and Z, < Q3. Further Z, < Q,. Thus 
R=[Z,,Z,,j<Q3. Then R,<L,. Let S E Syl,(L, n L,) with Z, < Z(S). 
Choose xEZ,. yEZ,, and [x.J’]ER. Then [?c,~,x]=l and so 
1x,.1’] E C&). As Z(LJ = 1 we get [x,~] E S, yielding R ,< S. Thus 
[Z,, Z,, Z,] = 1. Now (1.5) yields that Z, involves only trivial and natural 
modules for LJQ,,. Now Z, 6 Q, and K acts transitively on Z,,Qj/Qj. 
Suppose Lo/Q0 zSz(q). Then L3/Q3:L1(r) and Z,Q,E Sylz(L,). We 
have [Z,nQ,.Z~]=landso~Z,:Z,nQ,~~q~whichimpliesr~q.Now 
Z,Q,/Q, is covered by natural L,/Q,-modules involved in Z, and so 
/Z,: Czh(Z,)i >, r’. yielding r < q and so the contradiction r = q. 
Now we have Lo/Q0 z L2(r) and L,/Q, 2 Sz(q). Then C,,(Z,) = Z, . , . 
As [Z,,Z,,Z,j= 1 weget (Z,,,Z,]<Zh-,. By assumption /Z,,.Z,j# 1 
and so [Z,,Z,] =Zh-,. Let x E N,,(K) -K. By (4.7)(d) we have Z” h-l = 
Z h+l and Z:=ZZh-,. Thus [ZhrZZh-,] =Zh+,. This yields 
(Zz,Zh+,]=Zj. But nOW Zh-,= [Z,rZh+,]< [Z1,Zh+,]=Zj and so 
Z -z,. h&l  Thus Z, stabilizes the arc (-(II, - 3) ... 2b,) of length 
36, - 3 < t and so t < 6, a contradiction as t > 10. 
(4.11) LEMMA. Suppose thar [Z,,Zb,+,]<Z, nZ,,+,. then [Z,. 
-%,+,I = 1. 
Proof. Seth=6,+1andR=[Z,,Zh1<Z,nZh.SupposeR#l.Then 
R stabilizes J= (-(II - 2) ... h + bh). The maximality of t yields 
(1) 26, +b,<r. 
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First suppose that h is in the same G-orbit as 1. Then (1) and (4.8) imply: 
(2) b, = 2 and t = 6. 
As [Z,. R] = 1 we get with (1.5) that Z, involves only natural or trivial 
L,/Q,-modules. Suppose L,/Q, 2 Sz(q). Then ]Z,: Czl(Z,)] < q. As Z, acts 
on Z, we get from (1.6), [Z,, Z,] = 1, a contradiction. Thus L,/Q, 2 L>(r). 
Then R < Z(S), S E Syl,(G? n G,). Pick x E NG,(K) -K with 1” = 3. Then 
R=[Z,,Z,]=[Z,,Z3]“=R”. Thus R<Z(Li)#l. As b,=3 we get 
/Zz/ = r and so R = Z(L,) = Z,. Thus Z(L,) = I and so, by (IS), Z, is the 
natural module for Ll(r). 
Set V = (Zf”>. Then V’ = Z,. Furthermore [Q,,, V] = Z,. Now we have 
Q,Z, E Syl,(L,) and so Q,(Z,, Z-,> = L,. As Zez < V we get [(Z,. Z-,>, 
QZnQe,]<Z,. Thus Q?nQ,,aL,. We have [Q,,Z,]<Q,nQz and 
[Q, n Qz, Z,] < Z, < Q, n Q,. Application of (1.5) yields that Q,/Qo n Qz 
involves only trivial and natural modules. If Q, n Q, = Q, n Qz we get 
Q. n Qz = Z,. Now V = Z,Z-: for some x E L, and so we have C,-.,(S) = 
ZJZo = Cw,UW/Q,))~ contradicting (1.6). Thus <QonQA 
(QZ n Q,)/(Q, n Qz) is a non-trivial normal subgroup of L,/(Q, n Q2) 
and L, induces no trivial modules on this group. Application of [6, (8.2)] 
yields that (Q,,n Q,)(Q,n Q,)/(Q,n Q,) has to be elementary abelian. 
As (Q,nQQ,)(QznQ,)/(QonQz)~Z(Q,/(Q,nQz)) and lL.Q,lG 
(Q,, n Q,)(Q? n Q,) we get that Q,/(QO n Qz) has to be elementary abelian. 
But this contradicts Q,/Q, n Q, z S/Q,, a non-abelian group. 
Suppose now that h is in the same G-orbit as 0. Then (I), (4.8) and (4.9) 
yield 
(3) b, = t/2 - 1, b, < 2 and t = 4 or 8. 
Assume that I = 8. Then b, = 2 by (4.9). Then F= (-2 ... 6) and 
R = L?,(Q). Therefore Zz ,< G, but Zz < Q,, and [Zz, Z, ] = R. On the other 
hand (4.7)(d) yields y = 1; and R” = R for x E N,,(K) - K. This implies 
R < Z(L,) and [Zz, Lz] < Z(L,). But then Zz < Z(Li) and so [Zz. Z,] = 1, 
a contradiction. 
Assume that t = 4. If 6, = 2, then Z, stabilizes 7 and so Zz = L!,(Q). In 
particular Z, < Z(L,) and so [Z,,Z,] = R = 1, a contradiction. Thus 
b, = b, = 1. Without loss we may assume L,/Q, 2 L:(r) and LJQ, ? Sz(q). 
Then ]Z,: C,,(Z,)] = q and IZ,: C,:(Z,)] = r. But as Z, and Z, involve only 
trivial and natural modules by (1.5) we get /Z,: Czl(Z,)J >, q’ and 
IZ,: C,l(Z,)] > r, a contradiction. 
(4.12) LEMMA. Suppose that [Z,, Zb,+, ] = 1. Then one of the following 
holds: 
(a) b, + 1 is in the same G-orbit as 0. 
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(b) b, is in the same G-orbit as 1, [Z,, Zbo] = 1 and O,(G$ # 1 for 
the arc F= (1 .e. (t+ 1)) (i.e., (a) holds with the roles of 1 and 0 
interchanged). 
ProoJ Set h = 6, + 1 and assume that 1 is in the same G-orbit as h. 
Then Z, < Z(L,) and Z, < Z(L,). Since h is odd, we have b, > 2. Therefore 
we get Z, < Z,, and Z, stabilizes (-6, ... h) in T. This yields 
(1) b,<h-2. 
First assume that 6, = t/2. Then Z, stabilizes the arc T= (1 . . . (t + 1)) of 
length t. This allows to interchange the roles of 0 and 1. 
Set 0= 1’ and 1 =O’. If [Z,.,Z*, +,, ] = 1 we get assertion (b) or b, + 1’ 
is in the same G-orbit as 1’. In the second case we get Z, < Z(L, 0, a 
contradiction. 
If [Z,,, &,,+,‘I+ 1 we can apply (4.11) to get [Z,..Z*, +,,I< 
-v-%, +I” Now (4.10) yields [Z,,, Zbo,+,,.] # 1, a contradiction. 
Now we may assume b, = (t/2) - 1 and 6, = t/2 - 2. Choose r’ E is> 
such that 2” = t - 2. Then QZ, centralizes E, = (Z2, Z;‘), and E, Q,,/Qh = 
Lh/Qh. As K normalizes E,, we have K n E, = K,. Thus K, centralizes 
QZ, . 
On the other hand QQ, > Q,(S/Q,,) and Z,Q,/Q, = n,(S/Q,). Now the 
structure of Aut(L,(r)) and Aut(Sz(q)) yields [L,, Kh] < Q, and 
[L,,K,] GQ,. Hence L,= Q,CLo(K,) and L, = Q,C,,(K,). Now [5, (2.3)] 
yields that K, = 1, a contradiction. 
(4.13) PROPOSITION. There is no example with r # q. 
Proof. Assume that r # q. Then by (4.10) we may assume [Z,, Z,, + , ] < 
z,nz,,+,. By (4.11) we get [ZllZbl+,] = 1. By (4.12) we may assume 
that h = 6, + 1 is in the same G-orbit as 0. This yields 
(1) z, ,< -w,). 
Now Z, < Z,. From (4.8) and (4.9) we get 
(2) h = 6, = t/2 and b, = t/2 - 1, Z, = a,(Q) and Z, is elementary 
abelian of order q or r if L,/Q, is isomorphic to Sz(q) or Lz(r), respectively. 
We have ] Z, / < q2r or r’q. respectively. We have [K,,, Z, ] = 1 and so 
IKh, LoI G Q,, by the structure of Aut(L,(r)) and Aut(Sz(q)). Thus 
K,flK,= 1 and then IK,K,I=IKI~IK,K,I=IK,I’. This yields IK,IIK,j. 
This implies 1 Z, ] < r3, q’, respectively. Application of (1.4) shows Lo/Q,, ” 
Sz(q) and ]Z, 1 < r’. 
Set H=Z,nQ,. We first assume that H $Q,,+,. As h+ 1 is in the 
same G-orbit as 1 we get Z,,+,<L?. Thus IZ,+,:Z,+,nL,I=q. Now 
x= [Z/l+, nL,,Hl~Z,nZ,+,. Assume that X # 1. Then X stabilizes the 
subarc Y’=(-(b,- l)...(h+b,+l)) of length h+Zb,=3t/2-2<t. 
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This implies t=4. Then Z,nZ,+,=Z,=Q,nZ,+,. Thus /Zh+,I=q2r. 
Asqfrandq-lit---l wegetnowq*<randso]Z,+,~~r~.Now(1.4) 
implies ] Z,,+ , ] = r* and q* = r. Furthermore [ 13, (2.6)] implies that Z, + , is 
the orthogonal L,(q’)-module since JZ,J = q. As t = 4 we get ) SJ < q’. Thus 
1 QJZ, 1 <q* and so Q,/Z, is centralized by L,/Q,. As Z, = a,(Z(Q,)) and 
an element of order q* + 1 acts fixpointfreely on Z: we get Z, = Q,. But 
then I Q,/Z,l = q’. Now (1.4) yields the contradiction Cr,(Qo) 4 Q,,. 
Thus we have X = 1 and so /Z,: C,,(Z,+ , n L ,)I < q. Assume that 
Z ,,+,nL,$Q,. Then there is an element gEL, such that (Zh+,nL,, 
(Z,, , n L,)R) involves L?(r). But this group centralizes in Z, a subgroup of 
index q’, contradicting q < r and (1.6). Thus L, n Z, + , < Q, . Then H 
centralizes in Z,, , a subgroup of index q, yielding a contradiction as above. 
So we have shown H < Qh+ , . Then H stabilizes the subarc 
y’ = (-(II - 2) 1. e (h + 2)) of T of length 2h = t. This yields I HI < q. Then 
1 Z, ) ,< rq < r’, contradicting (1.4). 
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
(5.1) LEMMA. Let Gd,aj = GAc8, = 1 for a E A(J). Then G, and G, are 
isomorphic to subgroups of Aut(Sz(q,)); furthermore s = 2, where s is as in 
Theorem 2. 
Proof: As Gd,aj = 1 we get G, 2 Aut(Sz(q,)). As a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, we get G, 5 Aut(Sz(q,)). 
(5.2) LEMMA. Suppose Q, ,< G,,,,. Q,< GAo, for y E A(6). Then s = 3 
and G, , G, are described in (2.7). 
Proof: Let IV: as in (2.7), the there is an involution I E W,* with y’ = 7’ 
fory#y’EA(&.SetX=G,nG,nG,,.Then [X,t]< W,nG,.nG,...This 
yields that (6’~ 6~‘) is intransitive and so s = 3. 
(5.3) LEMMA. Suppose that we are in (2.8)(b) with C,,(Q,) 4 Q,. Then 
G,, G, are parabolic of type Sz(q) x Sz(fi) or Sz(q) x L*(r). Furthermore 
we have s = 3. 
Proof: BY (2.8) we have C,,(Qb) Q Q,. Thus (CGa(Q, n Qo), 
CGB(Qa n QJ) acts by [5, (2.3)] edge-transitively on r and so Q, n Q. = 1. 
Now 02’(E,) = Sz(q) x Q, and O*‘(E& = Q, X H, H g Sz(&) or L2(r). Of 
course. s = 3. 
(5.4) LEMMA. Suppose that we are in (2.8)(b) with C,,(Q,) < Q,. Then 
G, is as described in (3.5) and s = 9. 
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Proof: By (2. lo), (4.13) and (3.5) we get the assertion on the structure of 
G,. Let L,, L, as in Section 3 and T be the (T. r, K) track as in (2.12). 
Choose t, E NI, (K)- L,. t, E NLB(K)-L, such that t,tz = 7. For 
convenience identify LL with 0 and p with 1. The structures of L, and LZ yield 
Z$‘ll?=Zj and Z,<G,, Z,<Q,. Let ,I=(-5-4-3-2-1012345). 
Then (Z,,Zm,) centralizes O?(G,.). As (Z,.Z-,:! involves Sz(q) we get 
O?(G,) = 1 or Z, n OJG,.) # 1. As Z, -Z, and so Z,n Q, = 1. we have 
O?(G,.) = 1. Now an easy counting argument shows that (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8) is 
a regular subarc of T. This yields s > 9. But as (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) is intran- 
sitive we have s = 9. 
(5.5) LEMMA. Let G,. G, as in (5.4). Then iC,A(L,/Q,)J = q - 1 for 
6E {c&PI* 
ProoJ As K=K,K, we get that 4 - 1 1 I GnWQ6)l. Let 
s E N,JK) -K, 1.~. L,] < Q, and [s. Z, 1 = 1. Suppose that .Y induces an 
inner automorphism on L8/Qil, then o(s) 19 - 1 and so there is an element 
~1 E (K. .Y;) such that [ J. L,] < Q, and 1~. L, 1 < Q,. But then C,(J) is edge- 
transitive on r by [ 5. (2.3)] contradicting 1’ # 1. Thus .Y induces an outer 
automorphism on Lb/Q,. But now some element in K(s::! centralizes X/Z,. 
yielding (K, s ] = 1. a contradiction. Thus 1 Ccn(Ln/Qn)/ = q - 1. Choose 
now .Y E NIJ(K) - K, [x. L,] < Qil. Then .Y induces an outer automorphism 
on L/Q,. As we may assume that .Y centralizes Z;, this contradicts 
[K,x] # 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. If f is a tree, the theorem is proved with 
(5.1 t(5.5). Assume now that f is not a tree. Let G* be the amalgamated 
product of G, and G, with respect to G, n G,. According to (2.2) construct 
a tree f*. By (2.1) and (2.3), G* and r* fulfil Hypothesis B. Thus G* is no 
counterexample to Theorem 2. 
Let G”/N z G and x represent the equivalence relation on f* induced by 
N. Define 8.’ to be adjacent to y.V iff there exist 6, E d.’ and a2 E 11,’ such that 
6, E d(6& If G is not vertex-transitive on f. then T*/r is isomorphic to f, 
and this isomorphism is compatible with the natural homomorphism from 
G* to G. Thus we have the assertions of Theorem 2. 
Suppose now s = 9. By (5.5) we have G,,,,c O?(G,) K. Thus r is 
Moufang in the sense of [ 141. 
Assume now that G is vertex-transitive. Then (2.8) yields that G,, G, are 
parabolic of type Sz(q,) x Sz(q,) and so s = 3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G* be the amalgamated product of M, and MI 
with respect to M, n&Z,. We define the graph f* as in (2.2). Thus 
Hypothesis B holds in G* with respect to r*, and vertex stabilizers in G* 
are conjugate to M, or Mz. Hence Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. 
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Proof of Corollary 1. G fulfills Hypothesis A. As n,,,,,, (O”(M,)n 
Mt) = O,(M,), we get that M, cannot be parabolic of type X, where X is 
some wreath product. Suppose that we are in case (b) of Theorem 1. Let r 
be the graph to G as in Section 2. By Theorem 2, r is Moufang. Application 
of [ 14. Theorem 2] yields the assertion. 
Proof of Corollur~ 2. As M, is 2-constrained, Corollary 1 yields that M, 
is a parabolic of type ‘FJ(q). The structure of M,/O#,) yields that 
O”(M,) O,(M,) is the centralizer of each involution in Z(O?(M,)). 
Application of [9 1 now yields the assertion. 
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